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cammy's shadaloo outfit from street fighter iv is a reference to the shadaloo cammy costume of
street fighter v: champion edition or the japanese shadaloo cammy costume of tekken 6 for x-mas
switch players. in street fighter iii: 2nd impact, cammy wears a green, sleeveless, leotard-style shirt.
her legs are painted with fatigue strips, but she can be seen wearing boxing shorts under the
leotard. her boots and gloves are a mixture of green and yellow, the colors of the chinese flag. her
hair is in a short bob, the color of which varies across the games; in 2nd impact and street fighter iii,
it is red, in ultra street fighter iv, orange, and in street fighter iv, it is green. on her chest is a tribal-
like design that appears in her street fighter iv endings and her resurrection '96 ending (which also
appears in ultra street fighter iv). in ultra street fighter iv, cammy's attire is that of her default
design, which she wears from now on. this design is easily recognisable and is based around her
street fighter v alternate outfit. she is also wearing her thong leotard, but her legs are covered by
short-sleeved blue crop top and denim shorts instead. her hair is a honey blonde. instead of being
green, however, her legs are painted with a light blue camouflage pattern. her signature green,
shoulder-length, brunette ponytail is visible and is tied at the nape of her neck. the model for
cammy's now signature hairstyle was drawn from ultra street fighter iv art director yusuke
murakawa's girlfriend. cammy's design is based on a layout of ren's design which is based off of the
street fighter ex illustration.
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the sequel street fighter v has the only confirmed death from tekken x street fighter ii , which occurs
in the free update. the character is named azazel and he is the opposite character of cammy in the

series (whereas she is a master of hand-to-hand combat). he is able to play as an anti-air, anti-range
or anti-combo character. his anti-air attacks include the scorpion flicks, the shadow strike and three

arm thrusts. his anti-range attacks include the fyre throw, hellwire, the needle sweep, the dual
blades and reversal kick, while his anti-combo attacks include the alpha blaster, the alpha blast and
the power bomb. kazuya mishima (japanese: kazuya shimada, ミハマ; russian: vladimir) also known as

cammy's and her partner's father, often calls her "cammie-chan". she was born in mishima
zaibatsu's own corporation colony. [39] 5ec8ef588b
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